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July 10th, 2013 

 
BIZOL Green Oil introduced to Mexican market –
enabling better fuel efficiency for automobiles 
operated in daily traffic  
 
At Automechanika Mexico, German motor oil company BIZOL introduces BIZOL 
Green Oil which was specifically designed for automobiles in dense city traffic 
and helps with fuel savings 

 
Mexico City. BIZOL, the technical fluids brand created 15 years ago by physicist Boris Tatievski, is 
participating in PAACE Automechanika Mexico 2013. 
 
BIZOL, which by now has established distribution in 57 countries in Europe, Africa, the Middle East, 
the Americas, and the Asia Pacific region, designs special motor oil for specific customer needs as 
opposed to manufacturing them according to average needs. At the fair in Mexico City, the brand 
introduces the newly produced BIZOL Green Oil. 
 
The idea behind BIZOL Green Oil is to offer a lubricant that protects motors in stop and go traffic and 
ultimately provides more safety for city drivers. “We are aware of the increased city traffic, says Boris 
Tatievski, founder and CEO of BIZOL.  ”It is becoming a global issue especially in growth markets, and 
holds particularly true in Mexico City”. Indeed, more than 30 million registered cars at an average age 
of more than 11 years are presently roaming the streets of Mexico, the majority being operated in 
Mexico City. “Cars, engines and most motor oils have not been engineered for intense city traffic”, 
says Tatievski.  “BIZOL is the first company that has focused on this problem.  Our Green Oil motor oil 
can protect engines and save fuel in city traffic conditions.” 
 
BIZOL Green Oil Provides Motor Safety in City Traffic 
 
By 2030, 4.9 billion people or 60% of the global population will live in 600 cities. Every year 65 million 
people move from the countryside to a city. The number of vehicles on the road will double from 1 to 
2 billion. This means that more and more urban drivers in Mexico are faced with the challenge of 
aggravated wear and tear on their car. Engines operated in city traffic are 30% more idle, aggravating 
the rate of motor oil deterioration and therefore increasing the probability of failure with regard to 
various motor components. 
 
BIZOL aims to minimize the risk of engine failure which poses a serious danger to all drivers navi-
gating daily traffic: “BIZOL Green Oil with its innovative additive package combats the motor oil deg-
radation and viscosity breakdown that can occur while engines are idle in city traffic”, Tatievski ex-
plains. “By offering maximum wear protection against these particular difficult conditions, BIZOL 
Green Oil maintains the driver’s safety – technically, financially and emotionally.” 
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“We will grow with our business partner in Mexico” 
Over the past 15 years, the technical fluids brand from Germany has shown significant growth on all 
five continents. A current focus of BIZOL however lies in strengthening the company’s position in 
Latin America. “The Mexican lubricant market is of great importance to BIZOL”, Tatievski emphasizes. 
“It is growing, offers high potential for independent brands and sees high demand for passenger car 
motor oils. And first and foremost, environmental protection, durability and efficiency continue to 
gain impact. We believe that our BIZOL products will create added value for Mexican drivers. We 
plan to grow and expand our presence in Mexico in collaboration with our business partner, Seire. 
This is why we are attending PAACE Automechanika Mexico 2013.” 
 
At the fair: A full range of BIZOL products that stand out 
Since 1998 BIZOL has adopted an “Open Innovation” model and a business strategy that optimizes 
existing supplier networks and cooperates with leading automotive research laboratories in Germa-
ny. 
BIZOL products have the approval of the American Petroleum Institute and are certified by major 
OEMs like BMW, Daimler, Volkswagen, Volvo and MAN. The highlights of a full range of products that 
will be presented at PAACE Automechanika Mexico 2013 at the BIZOL Booth 3015 are: 
 

 BIZOL Green Oil Ultrasynth 5W-30 Motor Oil: This HC Synthetic low friction motor oil en-
hances safety by providing excellent lubricating properties all year round, even under heavy 
city traffic conditions. 

  BIZOL Air Condition Cleaner: This highly effective orange scented Air Conditioner Cleaner  
enhances protection,  eliminates smells and kills 98% of all present bacteria. It can be used in 
cars as well as in home air conditioning systems. 

 BIZOL Diesel Fuel Additive: This highly effective diesel additive improves the performance of 
diesel fuels because it contains a mixture of agents with cleaning, dispersing and protecting 
properties. 

 
 
About BIZOL 
BIZOL is a new kind of technical fluids company. The BIZOL brand stands for consistent German production 
quality in six global market segments: passenger cars, buses and trucks, motorcycles, boats, agricultural ma-
chinery and industrial applications. During the past few years BIZOL has expanded its international distribution 

network considerably: in 2009 BIZOL lubricants were present in 7 countries, soon BIZOL will be in 100 coun-

tries. BIZOL partners with Exclusive Market Distributors offering them personalized sales and marketing sup-
port, tailored products for their specific markets, and responding to customers’ needs with a flexible user inno-
vation model. With all of its products, BIZOL improves personal safety by taking on global traffic challenges. 
 
BIZOL was established in 1998 in Berlin, Germany as an international entity of talented people striving for 
success and growth, who continue to share the founder´s passion and the BIZOL winning culture. The BIZOL 
brand is wholly owned by Mr. Boris Tatievski, the founder of BIZOL, and is managed by the Holding Company 
Bita Trading GmbH. 
 

For videos about BIZOL products, visit http://www.youtube.com/user/bizoloils 
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